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We are raw & real. Grit & grace.
We are truth-speakers,
heart-on-our-sleevers,

love-believers.

You are. I am. We are The Phoenix Soul.
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[ continued ]

“. . . I didn’t know,
of course, that trust comes
when I need her most . . .”
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2014 was my year of TRUST.

And oh, did that word stretch me
like Gumby. I wanted to trust more,
but did I have to trust that much?

The waves kept coming, knocking me off
my feet just as I would re-find balance.
Wave after wave, leaving me spitting
saltwater or dripping it from tear ducts,
gasping for one clear breath.

I asked for TRUST.

I didn’t know, of course, that trust
comes when I need her most. When
I am drowning in doubt, fear, and
regret. When my tightly-grasping
fingers clutch nothing, and all I
know slips away.

But really, as I’m finally landing on the
shore, gasping with relief, swiping
bedraggled hair out of my eyes, blinking

away the salt . . . really, I begin to
understand: losing everything you know
sometimes means you get to live new.
Like a baby learning to walk, finding her
shaky feet under her, grinning even as
those untested soles wobble and turn and
slip. When everything is new, when all
we once held dear is shaken and shifted
. . . well, what truly matters comes clear.

TRUST evolved from an ethereal
concept (oh, isn’t that nice) to grounded
reality: the strength in my legs as I tread
waters of grief and fear, the determina-
tion in my gut as I hang on and on and
on, the hope as my fellow swimmers and
I survive the flood despite all odds. The
confidence, the clarity as we discover our
mermaid strength, whether we are lost at
sea or found on shore. Because, kindred,
TRUST is independent of circumstance.
TRUST is beneath and around and above
us, even when all appears lost. TRUST
is knowing we are already found, even
as storms surge and waves swell.



“. . . I knew my own resistance
was a bellwether: something
big was coming . . .”
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As I flipped the calendar page,
though, I’ll admit: I sighed in relief.
After death and disaster, heartache
and breaking-open time after time
. . . this year has got to be easier, right?

Maybe. Maybe not. Maybe I’ll lean into
ease instead of easy, remembering all I
have learned about TRUST (even though
sometimes I want to forget every ragged
breath and every raging sob; but then I
would miss the glory, the kinship of we
who survive, the strengthening of courage
and clarity, the new creature born through
phoenix flame).

And so, as 2015 began, I almost laughed,
No word of the year. Nope. Not gonna do
it again.

And there is good reason not to, honestly,
if this practice really does not work for
you, or if you don’t want to be pushed and
pulled and cracked open. (How else does
that sweet bird find her way into the
world, though, without her cracking-open
of all she once knew and thought possi-
ble?) Andrea Schroeder offered why she
is not choosing a word. But I knew my
own resistance was a bellwether: some-
thing big was coming, and I was scared.

How much longer do I want to live
scared?

So I pried open my grip once more. I
strapped on a life-preserver (because,
baby, this time I’m ready for the waves to
hit). And I listened.

My 2015 intention rose, gently,
quietly, with sureness. TRUE.

In some ways, she is an extension of all
that came before: TRUST. TRUE. I will
trust my trueness. She emerged, too, in the
phoenix fire: one of my guiding words for
our rebirth. Because what matters when
all is stripped away? Will we face each
day with integrity and authenticity and a
clear, burning intention in our gut?

When we tell our true stories, when
we live our true . . . somehow shame
loses power. Solidarity finds us. Our
trusted tribe emerges: we truth-
speakers and love-believers, washing
away all artifice until what remains
is our real.

And sometimes, yes, circumstance scrubs
that artifice for us, and we are reduced to
our vulnerable naked selves regardless of
choice; but however we get there, there is
an ease in this clear light of truth. Not
easy. But ease. A lack of posturing,
pretending, trying to be someone (some-
thing) we are not. We are free to be.

http://www.creativedreamincubator.com/making-dreams-real/im-not-choosing-word-year/


“. . . maybe I’m kicking up
my mermaid tail with

impossible joy . . .”

Last month, in our holy wow of a rebirth
from Sprout online magazine into The
Phoenix Soul (a happening that never
would have come about without that
infamous year of TRUST, which was more
like IDON’TTRUST IDON’TTRUST for
most of the year), we released so much. We
burned fears in sacred bowls (Maureen).
We stepped out of shoes that never
belonged to us (Carissa). But much like
TRUST, did we realize what all that
emptying would do, what all that holy fire
would bring?

What comes after? What waits in that
sacred hush of here and now, empty
and free? I don’t yet know. But we are
clearing gentle, welcoming space for
miracle. We are opening our tight
fists. We are saying come in, come in,
come in to our deepest desires and
most holy purpose.

In this year of TRUE, I seek to embrace the
and: tough and tender, raw and real, grit
and grace. Perfectionism used to rule my
days, but now I’m more interested in living
true instead of living right. This is the
phoenix soul to me: stepping bravely into
our whole story, whatever it looks like
(often completely different than we ex-
pect). Discovering our courage right in the
midst of our vulnerability, not in some
magic moment off in the glossy distance

but right here, here, in the sweat and salt of
now. We phoenix souls are both. We are
and. Healing comes only when we allow
grace right into the mess.

This sacred mess-making, this honoring of
where we are: you know what it does? It
enables us to move forward with integrity,
honoring each and every stumbling step.
To envision our lives deeper, truer, more
full of wild grace and beauty than we ever
dreamed. Saying yes to our TRUE means
we are gifted the chance to align, to res-
onate, to bring into balance. To set our
compass to TRUE.

And what happens then? Well, kindred, I
can tell you this: I’ve begun to dream
(im)possible dreams again. Yes, even with
last year’s grief still fresh. Especially with
it. Because this is our life. Here. Now. How
will we live . . . in fear? Or love?

This time, maybe I’m not waiting for
the waves to knock me over. Maybe
I’m kicking up my mermaid tail with
impossible joy, in sorrow and cele-
bration of every blessed moment.
Maybe I’m diving in, inviting the sun
on my face and waves of grace to
buoy me. Are you with me?
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http://thephoenixsoul.com/ceremony

